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By Tony Mobily

Apress. Paperback. Condition: New. 296 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.0in. x 0.8in.A must-read for any
system administrator installing or currently using Apache, Hardening Apache shows you exactly
what to do to make Apache more secure. Throughout this book, renowned author Tony Mobily
introduces you to many of the security problems youll inevitably stumble across when using
Apacheand most important, youll learn how to protect yourself and your server. Mobily provides in-
depth instruction on the safe installation and configuration of Apache and gives detailed guidance
on tightening the security of your existing Apache installation. This comprehensive book covers a
wide variety of the most important issues, including common attacks, logging, downloading,
administration, cross-site scripting attacks, and web-related RFC details. The book also delves into
many of the more advanced system administration techniques including jailing Apache and
securing third-party modules. Table of Contents Secure Installation and Configuration Common
Attacks Logging Cross-Site Scripting Attacks Apache Security Modules Apache in Jail Automating
Security This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La
Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Unquestionably, this is the finest function by any article writer. I have read and that i am confident that i am going to likely to read yet again once again
later on. Your daily life period will probably be transform when you comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Sheldon Aufder ha r-- Sheldon Aufder ha r

Extremely helpful for all group of men and women. it absolutely was writtern extremely perfectly and valuable. Your way of life span will be transform
when you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Pr of . Tr ever  Tor phy-- Pr of . Tr ever  Tor phy
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